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	Essential JavaFX, 9780137042791 (0137042795), Prentice Hall, 2009
As we complete the final edits and our printing deadline looms, we’re excited and grateful to be involved with JavaFX. In February 2009, JavaFX reached the 100,000,000th download of the JavaFX runtime.1 The ranks of JavaFX developers will undoubtedly grow as more developers see the flexibility and power of JavaFX. This synergy, we believe, will fuel continued development of the language and enhancements to the runtime environment.

This book is designed to get you up to speed quickly with JavaFX. JavaFX is a scripting language. It’s not Java, but it’s built on top of the Java runtime. You don’t need experience with Java to succeed with JavaFX. Indeed, JavaFX’s declarative syntax makes life easier if you don’t think like a developer. Instead, JavaFX encourages you to think like a designer.

What does it mean to “think like a designer”? Basically, it means to visualize the structure of your application or widget and compose your scene out of simple shapes and other building blocks. In JavaFX, you compose a scene by declaring objects.
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Bipolar II Disorder: Modelling, Measuring and ManagingCambridge University Press, 2012

	The lifetime risk of developing bipolar II disorder is 5-7%, yet the condition is often poorly detected. Mood elevation states are less extreme than in bipolar I disorder although the depressive episodes are usually severe. When correctly treated, the outcome is positive, but bipolar II is often poorly managed, resulting in a high suicide...


		

MySQL 5.0 Certification Study GuideMySQL Press, 2005
MySQL Certification Study Guide  is the official guide to studying for and passing the two MySQL certification  tests for MySQL 5. Written by Paul DuBois, the  leading author of books on MySQL topics, and reviewed by MySQL AB, this book is  the fastest, most...


		

Atoms And Materials (Physics in Our World)Facts on File, 2007
JET AIRPLANES MADE their first appearance during World War II (1939–1945), almost 40 years after American inventors Orville and Wilbur Wright built and flew the first airplane. Although jet engines are powerful and efficient, early airplanes had to settle for slow, cumbersome propellers, driven by piston engines quite similar to automobile...




	

Practical UML Statecharts in C/C++, Second Edition: Event-Driven Programming for Embedded SystemsNewnes, 2008
Streamline your embedded code projects with just one book - Miro Samek presents UML statecharts - a practical, time-saving design methodology!     

Practical UML Statecharts in C/C++ Second Edition bridges the gap between high-level abstract concepts of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the actual programming aspects of modern...

		

Nmap Cookbook: The Fat-free Guide to Network ScanningCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Nmap(r) Cookbook: The fat-free guide to network scanning provides simplified coverage of network scanning features available in the Nmap suite of utilities. Every Nmap feature is covered with visual examples to help you quickly understand and identify proper usage for practical results. Topics covered include: * Installation on Windows, Mac...


		

Transients of Modern Power ElectronicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In high power, high voltage electronics systems, a strategy to manage short timescale energy imbalances is fundamental to the system reliability. Without a theoretical framework, harmful local convergence of energy can affect the dynamic process of transformation, transmission, and storage which create an unreliable system. With an original...
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